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In The Gatekeeper's Sons, Therese and Thanatos, the god of death, met and fell in love. In The

Gatekeeper's Challenge, they did everything they could to be together, even break an oath on the

River Styx. But the Olympians don't tolerate oath-breakers. In this third book in the saga, The

Gatekeeper's Daughter, Therese may have finally succeeded in becoming a goddess, but if she

wants to remain one, she'll not only have to discover her unique purpose, but also make some allies

among the gods. Artemis sends her on a seemingly impossible quest across the world, while Than

searches for a way to appease Ares. To make matters worse, her baby sister's life depends on the

outcome of her quest.
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I love this series!! It brings back all the time I spent in my own youth reading Greek and Roman

Mythology. I love that we revisit all those tales I enjoyed. Every time a new one comes up I get a



happy feeling!!This is the culmination of the trilogy and love story for Thanatos and Therese.They

still have some challenges to face and quests to complete to make things right. This book picks up

immediately after the second one finished. Each new quest leads to another and at some point you

might think "when will it end?" but if you really think about it that is the way mythology is as well.

There is always a twist or another bargain to be made.I listened to the audiobook and once again

love the narrator, Debbie Andreen. She does a fabulous job of bringing the emotions out of the

characters and makes the story even more enjoyable. I loved her pace and that each character has

a very distinct voice that is easy to differentiate. I have very happy ears and I hope she sticks

around for the future books!I love all the side stories and am thrilled that Ms Pohler decided to make

it a saga instead of ending things with a trilogy. There is so much more story to tell and all those

secondary characters like Jen, Pete and Hypnos who deserve HEA as well.I do wonder that the

book gets too involved for YA fans but I could be wrong. It might just be the something different they

are always looking for! Can't wait to read what happens next.

Since Therese has become a goddess she needs to find her purpose to help humanity or lose her

new found immortality. Once again I find that she goes through a lot of unnecessary stuff in order to

complete her task. Also I would like to add I find it extremely annoying frustrating that she keeps

swearing on the river styx, despite being told multiple times not to

Another sweet book in the series. I continue to be captivated by the story and characters, but found

that there were quite a few consistency errors and typos. I hate going through and itemizing them,

but this book's writing was better overall than the first two, but suffered from more issues with plot

consistencies and errors.Mostly, I really enjoyed this book and would give it 4 stars, but a lot of the

issues with consistency happened at the end and the ending left me feeling a bit conflicted about

how I feel about the book. (SPOILER) After the second time Therese is kidnapped by Ares, it felt

like the plot just lacked the punch it had up to that point. It's hard to describe what exactly didn't

work for me (other than the obvious consistency problems), but it just felt like a lot happened really

quickly with a lot of instantaneous resolution or little effort on their part. I guess it just felt a little

"deus ex machina" to me the way things just kept happening and just kept instantly working out for

them.I do enjoy this series and I'm curious to see where it's going from here. It certainly feels like

the series has been wrapped up as the story line that has spanned the first three books has been

concluded. I'm especially curious, because the hero and heroine have been separated for three

books and finally seem to have some peace coming to them and I hate to think that they're just



going to have something else crop up that is going to keep them from getting together.

I couldn't put the book down!

The gods have a lot of drama. Therese really grows into her character and matures. I love her

strength and determination. What I don't love is she makes promises way too easily...doesn't she

know that's going to get her in trouble by now? Than should have been a great example of that so

you'd think she'd be less trusting and less likely to make promises. I love the goddess she

becomes...it's a perfect fit for her. The story is full of intense gods drama and well I think that fits the

Greek myths of them pretty good.

I'm completely in love with this series I can't put it down. It's amazing. I love the man characters.

The supporting characters are also well developed and makes it super easy to identify with them

This book had me from the start! I couldn't put it down, the only reason I did is because well, a

woman's gotta sleep! Finally you think it's happened and it's all going to be peaches and cream!

Ummm Nooo! These Gods are some of the most selfish people ever! But they are keeping my

interest! Of course who his involved again but Ares! If I was Theresa I think I'd go mad! Between

trying to be with Than, finding a purpose, and everything that's going on at home! Boy o boy! She

does seem to come into herself more in this book! And I think romance is on the horizon! (I hope) if

you have read it you know who I'm talking about! Lol! I'm off to read the next one!! I can't wait!!

Thank u for writing this series Eva!!

Are's is a complete ass, however I feel Dione put him in his place. I was on edge wondering if Pete

was going to stay a dog for eternity. I don't know what's to come but the fates had me laughing.
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